ABSTRACT DoS attack is the threat to ICT(Information and communications technology) society. There are many detection methods. But countermeasures have been become difficult according to complication of attacks. In conventional methods, the property of entropy is used to detect attacks. It enables to estimate increase and decrease of dispersion of header information values, like IP address, by comparing before and after entropy values in time series. In these methods, the detection rate with only one header information is low in accuracy. Therefore various kinds of header information are necessary for accurate detection. However, it takes a long time to distinguish DoS attacks and also the detection method becomes complicated. This paper proposes the detection method with only 2 header information, "Packet arrival time" and "Source IP address". The method can be used to detect DoS attacks with fewer number of header information than conventional methods. In addition, False Positive and False Negative are less than 2% and 0%, respectively. From these results, the method is not only simple but also accurate.
Introduction
Cyber crimes are increasing day by day, so countermeasures are urgent need. Especially, DoS (Denial of Service) attacks give a heavy load to system and occupy the bandwidth. As a result, the system is forced to stop, so it affects society greatly. Their number of occurrences are increasing, and also the scale spreads. Moreover, the purpose of attack changes from for pleasure to for money and politics, and gets more malicious. So attacks become clever and their countermeasures also become difficult.
In the research [1] , authors treated 5 problems for DoS attacks detection: "accuracy", "immediacy", "network adaptability", "periodical adaptability" and "cyber attack adaptability". Then we focus on 3 problems in those problems: "accuracy", "immediacy" and "network adaptability". First, "accuracy" means that a detection method can distinguish differences between a attack packet and a normal packet(non-attack packet) exactly. Wrong detection rate is must be as low as possible. Wrong detection can be classified into False-Positive and False-Negative. False-Positive is that a detection method judges a normal packet as a attack pocket. False-Negative is that a detection method judges a attack packet as a normal packet. Reducing wrong detection improves "accuracy". Second, "immediacy" means that a detection method can detect in a short time when DoS attacks start. When DoS attacks occurs, "immediacy" is important to suppress influences on the system and the server. Finally, "network adaptability" means that a detection method can be applied to various networks and hosts. As network configurations are different with each other, "network adaptability" is important when a detection method is actually applied to various network structures.
There are many detection methods. Among them, we focus on methods using entropy. In these methods, some parameters of header information are used to detect DoS attacks accurately. And the less the number of packets for calculating entropy, the lower the detection accuracy. So to extract common features of DoS attack, we analyze header information for two datasets: DARPA2000 and CAIDA2007. We analyze time-series distribution of each header value and then calculate entropy of each header value. We set the number of packets used for calculating the entropy values to 1000 packets and 5000 packets. From the results, we verify that there is a correlation between average arrival time interval of packets and entropy of source IP addresses in DARPA2000 and CAIDA2007. In last of this paper, we propose a detection method and verify effectiveness of the method. the database. The pattern not registered can't be detected as attacks. So the signature database is needed to be updated constantly and to be redefined corresponding to change of network configurations. Therefore, the more the number of signatures, the longer detection time. From the above, "accuracy" is an advantage of Signature-based methods . On the contrary, "network adaptability" and "immediacy" are disadvantages of them.
As one of the existed methods, Miyazawa et al proposed a Signature-based method using received attack history [2] . Signatures are usually searched from beginning of them. So the more the number of signatures, the longer detection time. It is difficult to detect efficiency the attacks. Then Miyazawa et al made the database which was registered attack histories received in the past. And they proposed the method which searches preferentially a signature which occurs with high frequency. As a result, detection time was reduced about 70% compared with the conventional method. In addition, CPU usage rate was also reduced about 40%. So it was able to reduce the processing load. But a method for efficient update of the signature database isn't discussed. And a countermeasure against an attack which is not registered as signature isn't also discussed.
Statistical methods
Statistical methods detect attacks using basic statistical information. These methods decide thresholds for detection from statistical information obtained in "normal time". "Normal time" is the time which is not received attacks. So Statistical methods are adaptable for various network configurations. In addition, extra memory for registration of signatures isn't needed. There is a smaller dispersion of a detection time distribution compared with signaturebased methods. On the other hand, wrong detection occurs depending on the threshold, so it is necessary to vary the threshold adaptively. Moreover, the time to store several tens thousand of packets for calculating statistics is required in addition to detection time. From the above, "network adaptability" is an advantage of Statistical methods. On the contrary, "accuracy" depending on the threshold and "immediacy" depending on time for storing packets are disadvantages.
There are many conventional methods in statistical methods. General methods use the Gaussian distribution and statistical tests. In the research [3] , attacks were detected by t-test. They proposed the method which distinguishes the difference of arrival ratio between SYN packets and ACK packets. It was effective for SYN-Flood detection. In the research [4] , the method using χ 2 -test was proposed. It detected attacks from the χ 2 value calculated from frequency of appearance of source IP addresses. It doesn't assume that a distribution of normal time obey the Gaussian distribution. But they mentioned a problem that wrong detection rate is high.
Entropy-based methods
In Statistical methods, there are Entropy-based methods. In this section, we outline entropy and existed methods using it.
Entropy
The entropy is the value which represents "uncertainly". It is calculated by the following equation.
Where m is the number of symbols. Parameter P i is calculated from the number of occurrences n i (i = 1, · · · , m) of each symbol which appeared in any window width W and so
The window width W is the total number of occurrences of each symbol, that is,
The window width W is assumed to be fixed. In this case, the less the difference between maximum and minimum entropy values or the more the number of symbols m, the higher the entropy value. In this paper, we apply this property to DoS attacks detection. We calculate the entropy from observed packets in "normal time". When the distribution of entropy for symbols observed is different from that of the "normal time", the attack is judged. Symbols used in detection are header information of packets like source IP address, source (destination) port, total length of the packet, TTL (time to live), identification, window size and so on.
Existed researches
There are many entropy-based methods. Every method uses header information as symbols. In the research [1] , attacks were detected using the Mahalanobis distance of entropy values which was calculated from nine header information. In the research [5], authors showed that entropy values which was calculated from five header information could be classified into 27 clusters. This result can be used to detect DoS attacks. In the research [6], authors detected some anomalies from entropy which was calculated from IDS(Intrusion Detection System) logs. The anomalies include DoS attacks, worms and illegal accesses.
3 Analysis for conventional DoS attack datasets
DDoS datasets
Many datasets for DoS attacks have been published for the evaluation of attack detection methods. We use datasets which consists of raw packet data. In this paper, two typical datasets are used: DARPA dataset and CAIDA dataset.
• DARPA2000 DARPA dataset was made from 1998 to 2000 by MIT(Massachusetts Institute of Technology) and sponsored by DARPA(Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency) and AFRL(Air Force Research Laboratory) [7] . It consists of unprocessed pcap data.
In this paper, we analyze the DARPA2000 dataset.
It assumes that an attacker intrudes hosts forcibly and infects them in bot programs. After that, the attacker makes DDoS attacks to target host. The scenario consists of 5 phases as below [7] .
Phase 1 IPsweep of AFB from a remote site.
Phase 2 Probe of live IP's to look for the sadmind daemon running on Solaris hosts.
Phase 3
Breakins via the sadmind vulnerability, both successful and unsuccessful on those hosts.
Phase 4
Installation of the trojan mistreat DDoS software on three hosts at the AFB.
Phase 5 Launching the DDoS.
• CAIDA2007
Series of CAIDA datasets have been distributed by CAIDA(Center of Applied for Internet Data Analysis) [8] .
In this paper, we analyze the CAIDA2007 dataset. It consists of pcap data, but a part of its contents of packets(payload) is removed, and IP addresses are anonymized . This dataset includes also packets data for stronger DDoS attacks data.
However it doesn't include packet data in normal time. For about 20 minutes from the beginning, attackers make weak DDoS attacks. After that, attackers make strong DDoS attacks. In addition, some types of attacks are launched at the same time. In this paper, we call about 20 minutes from the beginning "Weak attack time", and remaining time "Strong attack time". We will regard weak attack as non-attack in this paper.
Dataset Analysis
In this paper, we analyze datasets to extract common features among DoS attacks.
We calculate entropy values of source IP addresses, source and destination ports, identification numbers, TTL, window sizes, total lengths with window width W = 1000 (packets). And we also calculate average arrival time interval of packets. Entropy is calculated by counting the number of occurrences of each header information per 1000 packets. As an example, we show the procedure to calculate entropy of source IP addresses. We assume that 10 source IP addresses SrcIP1, · · ·, SrcIP10 are occurred. First, we count the number of occurrences n i (i = 1, · · · , 10) of each source IP address SrcIPi (i = 1, · · · , 10). Next, we calculate the probability of occurrence P i = n i /1000 (i = 1, · · · , 10). Finally we calculate the entropy value from each P i using the equation (1) . Each entropy of source (destination) ports, total lengths of the packet, TTL, identification numbers and window sizes is calculated with same ways. As is understood from Figure 1 , the point distribution in "Attack time" is away from that in "Normal time". And also from Figure 2 , we can see that the point distribution in "Weak attack time" is away from that in "Strong attack time". In addition, these figures show that points in "Normal time" and in "Weak attack time" are distributed linearly. Each of distributions can be approximated by a regression line. Then we will can use a regression line to detect DoS attacks in this paper. 
Property of residuals e i in Regression analysis
We can represent the relation between independent variables 
It is known that when N is large, residuals follow four properties: Unbiasedness, Homoscedasticity, Nocorrelation and Normality. It means "residuals follow normal distribution with mean 0 and variance σ 2 "[9], where σ is a standard deviation. We verify that this property is seen in previous two dataset.
First, we show results in DARPA2000 dataset. Figure 3 shows the histogram of residuals in "Normal time". By using 407 points from the beginning to just before attacks(points in "Normal time" shown in Figure 1 Figure 6 shows the distribution of residuals in time series.
As is understood from Figure 6 , residuals in "Strong attack time" deviate from the "range" between µ C − 3σ C and µ C + 3σ C . Therefore "Strong attacks" are detected when residuals deviate from the "range".
Proposal method
In this paper, we propose the detection method using the entropy from few header information. By using DARPA2000 dataset and CAIDA2007 dataset, we obtain common features of DoS attack. Distribution between two parameters in "Normal time" and "Weak attack time" can be approximated the regression line. Then, the proposal method uses the property of residuals: "residuals follow the normal distribution with mean 0 and variance σ 2 ". and the standard deviation σ (0) of residuals.
[ II ] Detection (after (N + 1)-th W packets in Figure 7) ⟨2⟩ From captured W packets, calculate the average arrival time interval of packet x (k) and the entropy value of source IP address y (k) .
⟨3⟩
By using x (k) and y (k) , calculate the residual e (k) from the regression line.
⟨4⟩ If the residual e (k) deviates from the "range" be-
, algorithm judges attack. Then, updating the "range" isn't performed. If e (k) doesn't deviate, algorithm judges non-attack. And it updates the average µ (k) and the standard deviation σ (k) of the residuals by using x (k) and y (k) calculated in ⟨2⟩. And return to ⟨2⟩. 
Detection rate against previous two datasets
From the above, the regression line and the "range" are obtained from N points. We calculate False Positive and False Negative for previous two datasets: DARPA2000 and CAIDA2007 to verify how the number of points N influences the detection rate. First, we show the result in DARPA2000. Figure 10 shows False Negative and False Positive when N is 50, 100, 200, 300 and 400. False Negative is all 0%. False Positive is 0.57% at the minimum when N is 400. As is understood from Figure 10 , the proposal method can be used to detect DDoS attack accurately when the parameter N increased. Next, we show the result in CAIDA2007. Figure 11 shows False Negative and False Positive when N is 50, 100, 200, 300, 400, 500 and 600. False Negative is all 0%. False Positive is 1.67% at the minimum when N is 400. As is understood from Figure 11 , even if N increase, False Positive isn't always decreased.
As the result, we can detect DoS attacks with False Negative 0% and with False Positive less than 2%.
Verification using a latest dataset
Next, we graph data in CAIDA2013. CAIDA2013 datasets record packets data which is captured in datacenter in Chicago and San jose. This doesn't contain DoS attack data. We verify that the latest dataset has the same property that the distribution of correlation between average arrival time interval and entropy of source IP addresses has linearity in non-attack time. In CAIDA2013 datasets, we use the latest one which was recorded in Chicago on 19th December, 2013. This dataset contains 1 hour pcap data. We The entropy of source IP address :
Calculate regression line from
and
}:
Calculate each residuals
Calculate below values of residuals in analyze it every one minute. Figure 12 shows the number of packets per second in the CAIDA2013 dataset. Figure 13 shows relation between average arrival time interval and entropy of source IP addresses in the CAIDA2013 dataset. As is understood from this figure, the correlation between two parameters distributes linearly.
From these results, we can say that distribution of correlation between two parameters has linearity in latest data. Next we calculate False Positive for CAIDA2013 every one minute. Figure 14 shows that False Positive is about 0.6% if N is larger than 100. As is understood from Figures 10, 11 and 14, False Positive is reduced less than 2% when N = 400.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed the entropy-based detection method for DoS attacks using two header information. That is fewer than conventional methods. First, we analyzed Figure 9 . Flowchart of the proposed method [II] Detection two datasets and extracted common features. From the result, we showed that the proposal method can distinguish attack time from non-attack time with False Negative 0% and with False Positive less than 2%. The proposal method is simple because only two header information is required. This method is the entropy-based method, so this has higher "network adaptability" compared with signature-based methods. And results of the verification show "accuracy" of the proposal method. In addition, conventional methods need several tens thousand of packets for the accurate detection. But the proposal method can detect attacks accurately only 1000 packets window width. We didn't show results with 5000 packets window width in this paper, but we have confirmed that detection accuracy was at same level. So this has higher "immediacy" compared with conventional methods.
In future work, we research whether same properties are seen in actual network traffic. So we will capture actual packets data and verify effectiveness of the proposal method. 
